Flexible Children Rates Explained for Connectivity

Attract family bookers
using ﬂexible children
rates

What is ﬂexible children
rates and how it beneﬁts you

What are ﬂexible children rates?
You already have access to standard children rates, which help set
your property up for families by conﬁguring the right occupancy
and adding policies and rates to attract this traveller segment.
In order to offer even more freedom and ﬂexibility in deﬁning your
family pricing strategy, we’ve introduced ﬂexible children rates.
Standard children rates remain unchanged and will continue to
coexist with ﬂexible children rates.

Why introduce new features?
In a recent Booking.com survey, participating partners shared what was preventing
them from setting child rates and what functionalities* were missing in the current tool.

Seasonality and
short-term offers
“I want children under ﬁve
years to stay for free in
June and to pay $30 per
night in October.”

Different prices for
different meal plan
rates
“I would like children to
be charged $20 for
breakfast-included rates
and $35 for half-board
included rates.”

Per-child pricing

Percentage pricing

“It would be great if the
ﬁrst child under six years
stays for free, and the
second child under six
years pays $50 per
night.”

“I want to set children’s
rates as a percentage so I
don’t need to change the
price as often or to match
the agreement with
another tour operator.”

*~71% of respondents mentioned they were missing key functionalities to provide better pricing for children

Flexible children rates
offer new ways of pricing
●

Percentage-based pricing (available for
Standard, RLO & Derived pricing): set
percentage-based pricing for children
within different age groups (in addition
to free and ﬁxed prices – currently
available as part of child rates). For
example the child pays a percentage of
the adult price.

●

Per-child pricing: set different prices per
child within the same age group (in
addition to the same price for all children
in an age group). For example the ﬁrst
child stays for free and the second child
is 50% off.

Which product is right for your property?
Our portfolio of products are here to accommodate your property’s
pricing needs.
Flexible children rates

Standard child rates

Advanced pricing strategy

Basic pricing strategy

Room-rate level

Property level

Options:
1.
Free price
2.
Fixed pricing
3.
Percentage-based
4.
Per-child pricing

Options:
1.
Free price
2.
Fixed pricing

Set different prices per child within each
age group and season

Year-round pricing without ﬂexibility for rooms that
can accommodate more than one child

What ﬂexible children
rates look like

When searching for accommodation
on Booking.com, travellers can specify
the number and ages of the children
they’re travelling with. They’ll also be
able to see all the room details and
occupancy-speciﬁc pricing on your
property page.

Why is it an opportunity?
We want to help your property offer the most attractive and accurate prices for families.

Families are an important
group of guests and we’re
seeing 31% of total summer
2022 searches on our
platform coming from
families.

Families have different
needs, so ensuring your
property is set up to
meet them can help
attract these travellers.

Using ﬂexible children rates
can increase family bookings
(also during low-demand
periods) and decrease
traveller confusion and
inbound to your property.

How ﬂexible children rates help properties

Attract the family segment

More control and ﬂexibility

Less operational workload

Setting more competitive rates
based on who is staying in the room
can help your property attract more
family bookers.

Each room can now be conﬁgured for
children staying at the property,
including setting rates based on
newly added criteria.

No more workarounds needed to
have more ﬂexibility in children
pricing.

Key beneﬁts for providers
Less operational hassle
Properties with more
complex pricing strategies
no longer have to create
workarounds to achieve the
children pricing strategy they
want

Win, Win, Win:

Meeting needs of
accommodation partners

Having optimized rates and
availability for families will
attract family bookers and
improve overall performance
for properties, providers &
Booking.com

Flexible Child Pricing has
been created by B.com as
this was a identiﬁed key
need from our mutual core &
chain partners

Attract the family segment

The API solution for ﬂexible
children rates
Children age-bands have to be set up on property level, before Flexible Children Rates can
be set up. How to implement age-bands? See here.
Children occupancy has to be set up per room, before Flexible Children Rates can be set up.
How to implement occupancy? See here.
Once a property starts setting up Flexible Children Rates through your connectivity solution,
the equivalent extranet pages are set to become 'read-only' for them.

(1) Room-rate level vs (2) date level
The ﬂexible children rates solution is provided in two different APIs, depending on the need of
the provider and frequency of updates:
1.
2.

Room & Rate Plan Management API to set up ﬂexible children rates on a room-rate level.
This enables you to set prices for children before pushing inventory (availability).
Rates & Availability API to manage ﬂexible children rates on room-rate-date level. This
enables you to set prices for children when you push inventory (availability).

Connectivity partners can choose to implement either room-rate or date level pricing, whichever
suits their needs best.
Per-date pricing is expected to be the go-to option for most providers. Regardless of how the
prices are being set up on their platform, the recommended implementation is to already
pre-calculate any percentages, meal addons, various charges, etc. into the ﬁnal child price, and
send those as an absolute value per date.

How this looks in Extranet

(1) Managing ﬂexible children
rates via room rate - Room &
Rate Plan Management API
●

Room-rate pricing is managed on the
OTA_HotelProductNotif endpoint.

●

Room-rate pricing supports ﬁxed, percentage and
per-child pricing.

●

Flexible children rates set up via room rate pricing are
considered the default – see extranet set up for default
pricing on the right hand side of this slide.

(2) Managing ﬂexible
children rates on date level Rates & Availability API
●

Per-date pricing is managed on the
OTA_HotelRateAmountNotif endpoint.

●

Per-date pricing supports ﬁxed, percentage
(has to be pre-calculated for OBP/LOS
partners) and per-child pricing.

●

Prices set up per date are standalone and
override any existing room rate prices for
those dates.

How this looks in Extranet

How this looks in Extranet

Managing rates as
percentages
●

Percentage pricing can only be used with Standard,
RLO & Derived pricing. Percentage pricing can not be
used with OBP & LOS pricing, unless provider does
pre-calculation.

●

For Standard, RLO & Derived pricing it is also preferred
for providers to send prices as absolute amounts rather
than as percentages.

●

Prices will be calculated based on the leading
room-rate occupancy.

Managing Children Occupancy
How this looks in Extranet
●

If not done previously when setting up
Standard Children Pricing, allowed Children
Occupancy (in existing beds in room) have to
be set up ﬁrst per room, before Flexible
Children Rates can be set up.

●

No changes are being made to how
occupancy can be set up; Occupancy can be
set up via Content API or in Extranet.

Managing children age groups
How this looks in Extranet
●

If not done previously when setting up
Standard Children Pricing, Children age
groups have to be set up on property level,
before Flexible Children Rates can be set up.

●

No changes are being made to how age
groups are set up; Age groups can be set up
via Content API or in Extranet.

●

At least one age group must exist on the
property (max three).

Managing meal plans as part
of ﬂexible children rates
●

No changes are being made to how meal
plans are handled.

●

Meal plans are managed at room-rate level
and can be set via OTA_HotelProductNotif or
extranet.

●

All children rates (room-rate level or date
level) associated with a meal plan should
have the price of the meal plan included in
the rate, same as adult rates.

Getting started with ﬂexible children rates
Step 1
Understand the API
by reading through
our documentation
and checking the
endpoints you’ll
need to develop.

Step 2

Step 3

Header Text

Start the integration
Complete
In
sed
magna
vel
elit
process
certiﬁcation/self
pretium mollis eget vitae
by emailing
assessment
tortor. Mauris sit amet
connectivity@booking
before going live.
posuere tortor. Phasellus
.com and your
Partner
iaculis
mattis diam,
pulvinar to
mollis tortor.
Business Manager
request guidance &
assistance.

Step 4

Header Text

Inform properties

In sed magna
vel elit online
and enable
pretium mollis eget vitae
check-in per
tortor. Mauris sit amet
posuereproperties.
tortor. Phasellus
iaculis mattis diam,
pulvinar mollis tortor.

Key takeaways
●

Families are an important traveller group on
Booking.com with slightly different needs than other
travellers and we’re seeing 31% of total summer
searches coming from families.

●

To better attract families you can set up ﬂexible children
rates, which show rooms that are suitable for children
and make clear what the rates are for children.

●

Offering ﬂexible children rates can increase family
bookings (also during low demand periods) and
decrease traveller confusion and inbound to your
property.

●

There are two API options that provide you and your
properties the ﬂexibility to design the right rate options

Thank you
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